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Context information is widely used in computer vision for tracking ar-
bitrary objects[1, 3, 4]. Global context cannot deal with the object de-
formation problem, while the local part context interactions are relatively
stable. When the target appearance changes gradually, the intrinsic prop-
erty of internal interaction between the parts inside object and context
interaction between object and background are relatively stable in spatio-
temporal 3D space of tracking.

To explore the structure property and stable relationship for overcom-
ing complex environments, we propose a novel part context tracker. The
Part Context Tracker (PCT) consists of an appearance model, an internal
relation model and an context relation model. The internal relation model
formulates the temporal relations of the object itself or the in-object parts
themselves and the spatio-temporal relations between the object and in-
object parts. The context relation model constructs the spatio-temporal
relations between the in-object parts and the context parts and the tem-
poral relations of the context parts themselves. Hence the physical prop-
erties and the appearance information are considered in the optimization
process through parts and relations. The contributions are as follows:

(1) We first propose a unified context framework which formulates
the single object tracking as a part context learning problem.

(2) The in-object parts and context parts are selected so that we not
only pay attention to the appearance of object, but also focus on the rela-
tions among the object, the in-object parts and the context parts.

(3) A simple yet robust update strategy using median filter is utilized,
thereby enabling the tracker to deal with appearance change effectively
and alleviate the drift problem.

Our framework not only models the object with in-object parts, but
also incorporates the interaction between the object and background with
context parts. The deformable configuration [2, 5] together with the tem-
poral structure of these parts are also considered in.

In Fig. 1, with the object bounding box as the root R, the in-object
parts I are defined as the parts selected inside R, which covers part of
the object appearance. The context parts C are selected from the over-
lapping area between the object and the background. For a target with K
in-object parts and M context parts, the configuration is denoted as B =
(B0,B1...BK ,BK+1, ...,BK+M). Where B0 stands for the target bounding
box R, (B1, ..,BK)∈ I are the K in-object part boxes, and (BK+1, ...,BK+M)∈
C are the M context part boxes. The corresponding features of the root and
parts are represented as X = (x0, ...,xK ,xK+1, ...,xK+M). In a word, our
framework models the object with three components:

M = MA +MI +MC, (1)

where MA, MI and MC are the appearance model, the internal relation
model and the context relation model respectively.

For online tracking, an appearance model is essential. It represents
the intrinsic property of one object or the discriminative information be-
tween the object and background. To better mine the information, we
factorize the appearance model MA as Eq. (1):

MA = AR +AI +AC (2)

where AR, AI and AC are the global root appearance model, in-object parts
appearance model and context parts model separately.

In addition to the appearance model, all spatio-temporal relative sta-
ble relations between the object and its corresponding parts frame-to-
frame should be utilized in tracking. Therefore we design the internal re-
lation model to formulate the interactions between root and the in-object
parts, which includes the spatial constrains and the temporal constrains
between them, we define MI as:
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Figure 1: Illustration of our Part Context tracking framework using the
"sylvester" video.

MI = SI +ER +EI (3)

where SI , ER, and EI are spatial relation between root and in-object part-
s, temporal relation between root and their historical root, and temporal
relation between in-object parts and their historical information respec-
tively.

Except internal relations inside the object, some information in latent
intersection area between the object and background is neglected by pre-
vious works, such as the partial contour and the object are consensus in
motion. To make full use of the information, we formulate the context
relation model to express the interactions between root and the contex-
t parts, which also includes the spatial and temporal constrains between
them. Similar to Eq. (3), we describe the context relation model mathe-
matically as:

MC = SC +SC,I +EC (4)

where SC, SC,I and EC denote spatial relation between root and context
parts, spatial relation between in-object parts and context parts, and tem-
poral relation between context parts and their historical information.

Implementation of this method by model definition is described in the
paper, as are the details of the model optimization in inference and learn-
ing. Our conclusion is that one tracker consists of an appearance model,
an internal relation model and an context relation model in a maximum
margin structured learning framework, which is robust to certain condi-
tions of occlusion, illumination and out-of-view.
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